Newsletter June 2020
Message from The Chair
Well in what seems to be more of a Covid update than a Group Chairs piece, June 15th saw a
degree of normality return to the Club. We were allowed to re-commence Observed Rides and
some were that keen to get out they did so on that very day. Social Rides were also given the
go ahead, but with a maximum of 6 riders allowed, that didn't give us much scope. So other
than riding with a small group of mates, Group Social Rides are not yet up and running. We
will be keeping a close eye on Boris's forthcoming guidance and re-start things accordingly
................Keep an eye on the Facebook page and Group emails for updates.
It has been great to get out on the bike again and in the absence of cafes, good to see that
they are starting to re-open, it's been a novelty to take a flask and a snack just like the old
days. I have to say it's certainly cheaper, but I'm not sure the Pork Pies are necessarily
healthier. Will it last when the Full English is again available, I'm not sure??
Take care and see you all soon
Ian Collard

-------------------------------------------

June Club Night
CWAM’s Virtual Club Night was a workshop on Garmin Basecamp the route planning software.
I tuned into with an infinitesimal knowledge of anything to do with sat nav but with the
expectation that by the end of the session, I would be so encouraged that as dawn broke I
would be banging on Halfords door, waving three hundred quid in my hand and begging for a
Zumo.
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clicked.

John

had

actually managed to penetrate my thick

skull and by the end of the session I thought, given four or five days practice I could probably
create a scenic route to Ventnor that wouldn’t take me via Vladivostok.
The workshop was well attended suggesting that either a lot of people, like me, wanted that
final push to go persuade them to purchase or the process is so complex that all Basecamp
owners were desperate for help. I think it transpired to be the latter.
The great thing about Zoom is that you can secretly observe all the attendees; apart from the
spoilsports who turn off their cameras. There were no backgrounds of bookshelves bulging
with tomes offering a window into the inner soul or demonstrating how pretentious the
attendees were but then I wouldn’t expect that from nice, normal CWAMs.

Howard Biggs

seemed to spend quite a lot of time scratching his head or with his hands steepled together as
if in prayer. Although we didn’t hear any snoring, Steve Draper could have been asleep,
draped as he was, unmoving in the corner of his sofa. Mike Searle spent the entire session
holding his head with his hands, concentrating so hard and so close to the screen that he
probably ended up with a massive headache. Most illuminating of all was Andy Spencer; like
seeing a rabbit being pulled from a magician’s hat, we were amazed and not a little surprised
to find him sitting in the back garden of his palatial family seat. Who knew that the motorcycle
repair business was so lucrative even if it is the best in Warwickshire (if not England).
To get back to Garmin - It all sounded remarkable complex in an age where Alexa is at our
beck and call, can cook a five course
dinner and make our beds while playing
our favourite music. Fraught with pitfalls
for the unwary, demanding a level of
refining, especially of imported routes;
Basecamp left me unconvinced but then I
don’t do many convoluted journeys into
the great Unknown.
With just short of 30 logging in, John’s session was well attended and engendered good
interaction. Unsurprisingly John poved himself something of an expert and able to answer all
the questions and queries. I think most of the engaged audience managed go away wiser but
certainly not sadder. No small achievement for such a brief session in imperfect conditions.
Thanks John.
John has produced videos covering the main aspects of Basecamp which are truly enlightening
and narrated in simple terms. He has created a playlist at :https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLO1PMleWvBbLRwQleXtj4F1uYhmSy-cFH

Ian Chapman reaches his peak
Chappers writesA few years ago Simon Daffern and myself went to the Stella Alpina Rally just up the hill from
Bardonecchia in NW Italy. The goal is to reach the summit on a rocky trail but even in July the

route is often barred by snow.
https://www.adventurebikerider.com/stella-alpina-colle-del-sommeiller/ gives you a
taste, it’s not for the faint-hearted.
I took this photo the day before, on one of the many trails that crisscross the Alps. I
submitted picture to the recent IAM Roadsmart photo competition but didn’t win!

Editors note, Like I’ve always said IAMRS can’t recognise a good thing when they see it.

Gavin Knight is back in the saddle
Gavin Knight writes
July last year was when I first started going out on observed rides with Martin and I used to
look forward to the Sunday morning excursions where despite living in and around Coventry
all my life Martin would invariably take me down lanes I never knew existed and I would feel
completely lost until we would come to a junction and realise
that we were just up the road from where I live.
Having passed my advanced rider test in February, I was in
hospital for shoulder surgery a few days later and told it would
be at least 12 weeks before I would be on the bike again Then,
imagine my joy when my OK to ride and the Covid19
restrictions were relaxed at roughly the same time. My first
good ride out was from Meriden to Warwick to Stratford on
Avon to Moreton on the Marsh to Shipton on Stour to Banbury
where I stopped for a cup of socially distanced coffee from a
flask and then continued my ride onto Southam and then
home.

A couple of Italian beauties
Stephen Bagley writes
Today I managed to organise test rides back to back on two Italian stallions, the Ducati Street
Fighter v4 and the Aprilia Tuono factory v4. The first
out was the Ducati. It was easy to ride from the go
but wow what performance! You weren't buffeted at
speed, however it was very hard to hold on when
making good progress. (editor’s note, I think Steve
means going really really fast). It was then you
noticed the lack of any protection. The engine pulls
cleanly and sounds great. I got off the bike overwhelmed by this bikes ability.
Second out was the Aprilia, surprisingly the pegs
were higher and handlebars felt slightly narrower
than the Ducati but I felt more comfortable. Both
V4s sound good but I think the Aprilia has the edge.
On the road, the Aprilia seems more eager than the
Ducati which has more top end go. The small bikini
fairing on the Aprilia also gives better protection.
Both bikes had up and down auto shifters. I got on better with the Aprilia shifter. Both had
electronic suspension which I couldn't fault either. Electronic aids on each were mind blowing,
both systems working well as the front was kept skimming the tarmac.
Both Italian beauties are awesome and only real differences are price, ergonomics and styling.
As much as I love my Ducati Multistrada, it may be time for a change! I don't want to be on a
sports bike but the more upright position with sports bike performance, lightness and handling
is making think.
Thank you to Mark at On Yer Bike, Aylesbury.

First ride out
On June 13th I went for my first ride since lockdown. Remarkably after 13 weeks I hadn’t
forgotten how to ride - it was – well, just like riding a bike. Like many of us, I hadn’t gone out
earlier because I thought the stretched resources of the NHS really didn’t need to waste their
time gluing back together a geriatric biker who’d been thrown into the hedgerow like used
McDonalds takeaway packaging by a woefully ill-equiped whippersnapper who viewed the

empty lockeddown roads as a chance to realise his James
Bond car chase fantasies.
Necessity dictated that I had to go to Aylesbury quickly
so I slipped onto the M40 as far as Cherwell services.
The motorway, like my head was fairly empty but not the
total vacuum that must sit atop the bodies of the many
middle-lane-hoggers who were out in force. What part of
“You should always drive in the left-hand lane when the
road ahead is clear. If you are overtaking a number of
slow-moving vehicles, you should return to the left-hand
lane as soon as you are safely past.” do they not understand?
Are they lazy, stupid or just plain selfish? Absolutely not. They’re cautious. When you’re
texting or drinking your can of coke or taking a phone call, it makes sense to give yourself as
much space as possible before you plough into the crash barrier or fly up the embankment.
Good on them! The problem is that it leads to undertaking and middle-lane-hoggers, not being
the brightest, may just decide to wander, without looking - I mean why would they - into the
inside lane at an inopportune moment.
Coming home, I took the scenic route, the wonderful
wondering A413 through Whitchurch and Winslow to
Buckingham and curvy A422 through Farthinghoe to
Banbury. Brilliant; distant views free of the yellowy
polluted haze that usually kills the horizon after a hot
spell. It was an inkling of what it could be like if emissions
could be held at unrealistic current levels. Best of all though – how good was it to be back on
the bike?
------------------------------

No words
needed!

Alan Abbbey - Motorbikes I’ve worked on
I got the idea to write this article after seeing a Facebook post during lockdown; another
motorcyclist had made a photo montage of bikes they had owned. Stretching back into the
80’s, the assorted pictures covered a wide range of bikes. The pictures made me think that
while I haven’t owned too many bikes (and most of those very much in “middle of the road”
sports tourer territory), I have been lucky enough to work on a variety, and in some
interesting locations too. Picturing our own Nick Lilley having sleepless nights and lockdowninduced traumas due to there being very little riding to activity to write about, I thought I’d
share some of the experiences in the hope that others might be interested.
I graduated from university in 1989, and by 1992 I’d found my way into automotive-related
research and testing. That lasted until 1997, by which point I was looking for what could be
next, and spotted an advert in an industry publication (remember that – scanning the job ads
in the weekly and monthly freebie magazines that landed on your desk … actually hard copy
media!?) for a role testing software for motorcycle engine management systems made by
Sagem (the then-supplier to Triumph motorcycles). I couldn’t believe such opportunities
existed, and just down the road in Birmingham too. Too good to be true! The time taken to
decide I wanted to apply could be measured in mere milliseconds.
Fast forward 3 months (ish …. memory is vague … 1997 is a long time ago!) and I’d managed
to convince the relevant people I knew one end of an ECU from the other and started work in
their Aston Science Park office, using bench test rigs to simulate road conditions and make
sure the ECU and associated software did what it was supposed to do, and nothing else. Fast
forward another year or so, and when a chance arose to transfer from bench test to real-world
engine and bike testing, my previous “Too good to be true” benchmark was well and truly
topped. Sagem had workshops at MIRA to allow use of engine test cells and test track, so my
working days were spent there from that point on. What followed over the next 5 years can be
described in many ways, but without doubt gave me opportunities I never dreamed of growing
up in “sunny” Cleethorpes (when an example of excitement was pedalling my pushbike up and
down the sand dunes!). The following photos and memories show all the projects I worked on,
up to 2002 with Sagem, then on a freelance basis from 2002-4.
Excelsior Henderson
What was it? A start-up competitor to Harley
Davidson,

based

in

Minnesota,

aiming

at

the

premium end of the American cruiser market.
What happened? Production ran for only a few
months before the company folded for a variety of
reasons; some

cost related (for brand image

purposes, they were aiming to source every last nut

and bolt in the USA if possible), some sales and marketing related.
Verdict on the bike? Better than a Harley – but that’s not difficult, right? [dons crash helmet,
takes cover].
Specific memory: my first ever “on bike” role of any sort was out in the middle of MIRA test
tracks, putting the bike through noise tests with the customer and other development partners
present …. and it broke down . Later diagnosed as a bad connection in a prototype harness,
it couldn’t be fixed track-side and let me feeling somewhat red-faced and flustered in a bit of
an “in at the deep end” moment.
Aprilia Futura
What was it? Aprilia’s sports-tourer to compete with the likes of a Honda VFR, using a detuned version of the 1000cc V-twin engine already used in their Mille sports bike (as seen in
World Superbike racing against Ducati and co at the time)
What happened? Nothing monumental – the model ran its course, was withdrawn in the early
noughties, and Aprilia continue making bikes to this day.
Verdict on the bike? Honestly can’t say, as I never rode one (I did lots of engine-based work
instead), but I did ride the Mille as a benchmark.
That was my first experience of the roll-on torque
that comes with V-twins. Loved it, and hankered for
that every time I made an overtaking manoeuvre on
my own 600cc, 4-cylinder Yamaha after that!
Specific memory: My dad bought one – talk about a
gesture of faith! But it worked out well – it was
reliable, he enjoyed it and covered many miles on it
before he stopped riding.
Aprilia Pegaso
What was it? An off road inspired single with an interesting 650cc single cylinder Rotax engine
due to it’s 5-valve cylinder head design.
What happened? Again no major tales of drama here, sales continued for a few years as
planned before the model life came to an end.
Verdict on the bike? Like most single cylinder off-road inspired bikes, great in traffic in city
conditions, not so inspiring on the open road
compared with other offerings but perfectly capable.
Never got to try it off road, unfortunately.
Specific memory: due to project delays and pressing
deadlines, myself and a colleague were despatched
to Aprilia’s factory in Noale (just a few miles from
Venice …) between Christmas and New Year to
complete some urgent cold start calibration work.
Cue a few days of pasta, wine, and a chance to look round Venice? No. Four 12-hour days of

repeated starts & warm ups, in freezing winter fog, in an empty factory while all the Italians
were at home enjoying their Christmas festivities. We got the project finished on time, though.
Chunlan 125
What was it? An blatant Chinese copy of Honda’s CB125TDC; as far as I am aware it was
reverse engineered rather than being made under license (if Honda had licensed it I am sure
the tolerances and quality control would have been somewhat improved …). Despite that,
Chunlan were taking a very brave step, trying to create an advanced and premium product by
adding fuel injection to improve performance, emissions, and fuel economy.
What happened? It never made production in meaningful volumes, despite being production
ready – I think it was built in small numbers but only a few hundred at most.
Verdict on the bike? It was … a 125cc twin. Simple to ride, reliable, and that’s about it. It was
doomed from the start really, because the fuel
injection

could

not

release

any

additional

performance like it can on bigger bikes. So you have
a bike with premium price, but no discernible
advantage

over

its

carburettor

equipped

rivals

(carburettors were perfectly capable of meeting the
emissions targets of the time) – why would anyone
buy it?
Specific memory: Being the “freak show” and centre of attention for the locals. Chunlan were
based in an industrial, town called Taizhou, around 4 hours taxi ride from Shanghai. In the
late 90’s / early 00’s, western visitors were virtually unheard of in that region; a western
person standing nearly 1.9m tall (at least 20cm taller than the locals) walking into the very
large canteen at lunchtime, was something out of the ordinary: approximately 3000 Chinese
faces would just turn and stare.
Benelli Tornado Tre
What was it? Benelli’s return to large capacity motorbikes after a break of a decade or so,
starting with a homologation special “LE” (Limited Edition) for World Superbike racing then to
be followed by normal series production of detuned / lower spec models. The LE was to be
highly tuned, high performance, high specification to make it very desirable (and expensive).
What happened? It took longer than planned to get to production; unfortunately by the time it
did, Sagem had closed their UK office so I was no
longer involved but it lived on through various
iterations.
Verdict on the bike? Drop dead gorgeous, inspired
by and supported by Italian passion from all their
engineers. One of my all time favourite bikes based
on looks alone; in terms of riding beaten by my final
project (read on …)
Specific memory: Being an invited guest in the paddock at Brands Hatch for a World

Superbike round. A long ride down on my own bike; a long day at the track with the team in
the pit garage, then a long ride home again on a hot dry summer’s day. It’s what biking is
about really. Oh, and the trip to Milan for discussions over the early prototype – they wheeled
a matt-black prototype out of a small side-street workshop in the city, and proceeded to run it
up and down the quiet residential shopping street making a huge racket (lovely exhaust )
and pulling wheelies as they went.
Iran-Khodro Paykan(!)
What was it? Not everything we worked on was 2 wheels. Iran-Khodro bought all the toolings
and equipment to make Hillman Hunters, from Rootes group, at some point in history well
before my time. They then built them for the local market, at a factory in Tehran for many
years … and around 2001 added fuel injection to the original engine to help it meet updated
emissions legislation, despite keeping many 60’s features such as the interior and instrument
layout. A true oddity.
What

happened?

It

succeeded,

and

was

in

production for some years in fuel injected guise.
Verdict on the bike car (as if you care)? A weird mix
of 1960’s classic feel (and handling) with modern
reliability. Not something your average UK driver
would rush out to buy …
Specific memory: a two week trip to Tehran. We were transported everywhere by our hosts in
a fleet of Iran-Khodro cars. It was all an adventure and interesting insight to a different
culture until the car I was in was hit from behind in a typical evening, motorway queue, shunt.
All of a sudden things changed; our hosts couldn’t get us out of the way fast enough, bundling
us into another car as fast as possible with the explanation “Sorry, if you’re here when the
secret police arrive, they will blame you and lock you up ….”.
Foggy Petronas FP1
What was it? I suspect everyone already knows …. Multiple World Superbike winner Carl
Fogarty’s collaboration with Malaysian oil company Petronas to produce his own WSB race bike
and associated road going models. I worked on this after
Sagem closed their UK offices.
What happened? The race bikes competed for a couple of
seasons with riders Troy Corser and James Haydon; the road
bikes were built but never sold.
Verdict on the bike? One word: brilliant. The best bike I have
ever ridden, without exception. Probably not enough power
from the engine to satisfy some, but more than made up for
by the chassis and manoeuvrability.

Specific memory: there are too many to list. I worked on this project for two years, based at
Millbrook proving ground and riding many, many laps of the various test tracks there. Being
honest I felt like I wasn’t really entitled to be doing the job and just happened to be in the
right place at the right time. I was just out of shot when the photo above was taken, when the
homologation

batch

was

inspected

to

confirm

eligibility to race. On any project, track miles only do
so much to let you judge driveability, and real road
miles are eventually needed; towards the end of the
project, me and my co-engineer spent one day on
public roads, running an FP1 alongside a Ducati 916
for benchmarking and evaluation. Heaven, and in my
book the FP1 was hands-down the better bike.
Ducati? You can keep them (sorry, Roger!).
Where did it end? By late 2003 / early 2004, the FP1 project was reaching its end so it was
time to find something else. I ended up back in 4 wheeled projects, which is where I’ve been
since. It’s not the same ….

IAM RoadSmart News
As usual the latest IAM RoadSmart News is here, their blogs are here and their Facebook page
is here. The news unsurprisingly iis dominated by COVID 19. The blog has a topical bit about
cycle lanes - Cars or motorcycles illegally parked on mandatory cycle lanes can force cyclists
to deviate from their path and put them at risk of conflict with passing vehicles so from 22
June 2020 councils can use CCTV vans to record offences. – Stop groaning!

CWAM Events in July
As the Chairman said – things are slowly improving keep an eye on Facebook
and you email inbox for future developments.

For all future events check out the Diary page.
If anyone has news to share, tips to pass on, pictures for the gallery or items for sale
please mail me (newsletter@cwam.org.uk ).
Your website - your news - your contributions!
To unsubscribe from the CWAM Newsletter please click here

